ABSTRACT.
Let 7? be the algebra of all convergent (or of all strictly convergent) power series in TV variables over a commutative field K of characteris- (resp. affinoid) K-algebras. In the following we shall always speak about analytic K-algebras -but all proofs and theorems are valid in the affinoid case as well.
In the category of analytic X-algebras there exist finite direct sums: If R = [September R ® R may be considered a /(-subalgebra of R -IL R . For is anticommutative with respect to the total degree 72:.
x A x' = (-l)nn'x' A x.
To summarize these results we use
Definition. An anticommutative bigraded R-algebra is a bigraded R-module (Ep,q) together with a family of ß-bilinear mappings EP. 9 x Ep', <,' _, Ep+p', qW ; (X; x<) |__ x A x> (p, q, p', q £ TA, such that the associative law, the existence of an identity element and the anticommutative law From the special case considered first it follows by induction on TV that t^ is an isomorphism and by induction on N that o^ is an isomorphism. Now \ is an isomorphism since an inverse is given by
Hence y^ is an isomorphism. Altogether we have isomorphisms
and Theorem 1 is completely proved.
3. An S-free resolution of R. Now let the analytic K-algebra R be a com-'X.
plete intersection: There is a surjective morphism 0: R -iR, whose kernel a is 'X. generated by a prime sequence (a .,••-, a ,) in P = X{X .,-•-, X"i. In order to study fi(R) we will construct an 5-free resolution M of R, which is a differential graded S-algebra at the same time. Remark. Let R* be any analytic K-algebra, R = R*/i where i is an ideal generated by a prime sequence. Let 5* be the enveloping algebra of R* and 77* its augmentation. Suppose there is given a differential graded 5*-algebra which is an 5*-free resolution of R* with the augmentation 27*. Then by the above procedure one can construct a differential graded 5-algebra which is an 5-free resolution of R with the augmentation 27.
4. The isomorphy of EiR) and Í2(R). Let R be a fixed analytic K-algebra which is a complete intersection.
We will write ÍÍ instead of ÍÍ(R), and E instead of E(R). For 222 £ Z let
The multiplication on E makes (Em) an anticommutative graded R-algebra.
Let us, from now on, denote this graded algebra by £. We introduce a grading on the algebra Gfi:
(Gfi) := ©Fm+«fi'"+2«/F"i+?+1fim+2«. For all s = 1, • • • , t we have da = k ia/p )dp mod p s£i, ■"V, <"° <-\j r^J k 0 =zz A aa = zz A k (a/Sp )dps mod j) sö, 0= zz A dp mod p^Q.
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